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Abstract
Jenkins, Benjamin Samuel. M.S. Mathematical Sciences. The University of Memphis. May
2014. Dynamics of Droplet Arrays. Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Hagen.

A mathematical model, motivated by the adhesion mechanism found in Hemisphaerota
Cyanea, is constructed and studied. This model consists of N first order ordinary differential
equations constructed to model fluid flow in a series of connected tubes. The equilibrium
points of the system are established, and Lyapunov and Chetaev functions are constructed to
determine stability of these equilibrium points. The eigenvalues of the linearized system are
then used to further classify which equilibrium points correspond to stable final solutions. A
computer model is created to run different tests, construct figures, and generate videos for
the system.
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1. Introduction

Hemisphaerota Cyanea, or more commonly referred to as the Palm Beetle, has an
interesting defense mechanism. When attacked, this creature retreats inside its shell and
applies a strong adhesive force to the ground. What is interesting about this defense mechanism is the strength of the adhesive force this tiny creature is able to create. This beetle can
withstand forces of up to 60 times its body mass, making it nearly impossible for its predators to dislodge it from the surface it is attached to [3]. This beetle can be seen in Figure 1
applying a suction force to the surface of a palmetto plant. It uses a controlled form of
adhesion built into its feet to apply this suction force. This adhesion mechanism consists of a
series of connected, oiled, tube like structures which are then attached to the surface beneath.
The adhesive force is then applied by controlling the oil flow through these tube like structures [11]. The oil forms a liquid bridge between the tubes and the surface. Once the oil is
forced back into the tubes by surface tension pressure, a strong adhesive force results.

1

Figure 1: This is Hemisphaerota Cyanea, or more commonly referred to as the Palm Beetle.
It exhibits a type of adhesion mechanism as a defense against predators.
(http://bugguide.net/node/view/475170)

Our aim in this study is to understand how this oil, or more generally, liquid behaves
when being forced back into the tubes of the Palm Beetle’s feet. We will not study the
adhesion, but will focus on constructing a basic model of how the liquid behaves when it is
not connected to any other surface. In essence what we aim to understand is a form of fluid
flow in a network of pipes. Pipe flow of viscous liquids is well understood and has many
applications. For this model, the starting point for a mathematical formulation of this situation is the Hagen-Poiseuille Law which governs viscous fluid flow through a circular pipe as
a result of a pressure gradient. This law is known to model various types of fluid flow and
has been used to describe air flow to the lungs, water through a drinking straw, and delivering medicine through a hypodermic needle [13]. In our situation, however, we do not deal
with a single tube or pipe, but with a whole series of connected tubes, which results in very
interesting dynamical behavior.
Systems of connected tubes are capable of capturing volume exchange due to changing forces as time evolves. Many examples of2this phenomenon are found in various fields.
In particular, this process is known as Ostwald ripening or competitive growth; and volume

ing medicine through a hypodermic needle [13]. In our situation, however, we do not deal
with a single tube or pipe, but with a whole series of connected tubes, which results in very
interesting dynamical behavior.
Systems of connected tubes are capable of capturing volume exchange due to changing forces as time evolves. Many examples of this phenomenon are found in various fields.
In particular, this process is known as Ostwald ripening or competitive growth; and volume
scavenging falls into this category. The defining characteristic of these phenomena are that
the growth of one “species” comes at the expense of the others. Also, this competitive
growth process has a stopping point when no further evolution is possible within the system.
Competitive processes in the real world are observed in a variety of subjects ranging from
growth of atomic nuclei during solidification of solid alloys and nucleation of drops formed
in water vapor clouds [6]. All of this falls into the context of fluid mechanics with a dynamical nature.
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2. Problem Description

To capture the essence of the Palm Beetle adhesion mechanism, we consider a plate
which has N identical holes labeled j=1, ... , N with a liquid drop protruding from each hole.
The viscous liquid forms a spherical droplet with a pinned contact line along the circumference of the hole. Each partial drop has an area, A j , and a volume, V j , which are scaled by
2
3

pr2 and

4
3

pr3 respectively, with r being the uniform dimensional hole radius. The holes are

connected by a network of capillaries underneath the plate, which allows for fluid flow
between connected drops and their neighbors. For this problem, flow is assumed to be
laminar and gravitational forces on the drops are neglected. As a result of the connectivity of
the system, there can be volume exchange between the drops, which will be shown to result
in dynamical behavior. The force experienced by each drop in this system is proportional to
the surface area of each drop with surface tension, s, being the constant of proportionality.
The total surface area, AT , for the system can be expressed as

(2.1)

AT = ⁄Nj=1 A j

where A j is the surface area for drop j. These drops are subject to a fixed average volume
constraint. Hence if we set VT = ⁄Nj=1 V j , this constraint reads

VT
N

= ⁄Nj=1

Vj
N

= V = const.
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(2.2)

VT
N

= ⁄Nj=1

Vj
N

= V = const.

(2.2)

As these drops compete for volume subject to the fixed average volume constraint, dynamical behavior occurs. Since the forces experienced by this system are proportional to the
surface area, speaking of minimization of surface area and minimization of energy are
interchangeable in this context. Since all physical systems seek a state of minimal energy,
our system is driven towards a state with minimal surface area.
As mentioned earlier, this system can be modeled by the Hagen-Poiseuille flow,
which describes fluid flow in cylindrical tubes due to a pressure gradient [12]. This law
requires an incompressible, Newtonian fluid, with laminar flow, through a tube of constant
diameter which is assumed to be much longer than it is wide. These assumptions are important to avoid turbulent behavior. If one deviates too far from these basic assumptions, this
law breaks down and no longer gives an appropriate model. The result is an expression
relating the pressure difference between the ends of the tube, rate of volume flowing through
the tube, the length of the tube, and viscosity of the liquid. In dimensional form, the relevant
equation for this flow is

DP =

8 mLQ
pr4

(2.3)

Where DP is the pressure loss, L is the length of the pipe, m is the viscosity, Q is the volumetric flow rate, and r is the uniform, dimensional tube radius, which the area and volume were
scaled by earlier [12].
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Figure 2: This is a typical example of the setup for the Hagen-Poiseuille flow. P1 and P2 are
the pressures at each opening of the tube, r is the radius of the tube, and L is the length of the
tube.

For this system, the pressure gradient driving the flow arises from the surface tension
associated with each drop. All of the force from each spherical surface is exhibited on the
other connected drops through the two dimensional circle of contact between the fluid drop
and the opening of the capillary. So, each drop experiences a pressure from the environment
as well as pressures from its neighbors via the capillary connections. For this reason, the
number of neighbors each drop has plays an important role. If a drop is connected to all
other drops, it will have more force components than a drop which is only connected to one
other. These connections will have to be accounted for as we further develop the system.
The pressure gradient driving this system will give rise to competitive growth
between the drops in the network. As we will see, this competitive growth will result in a
"winning" drop, corresponding to the largest drop, as the system evolves in time. Our next
objective is to develop a mathematical model to capture the dynamical behavior.

6

3. Model

Figure 3: This is a diagram of a single drop. Here h is the droplet height, R is the drop radius,
r is the hole radius (same as in Figure 2), and s is surface tension.

To fully express the system of interconnecting drops, we need to know the governing
equations based on our model description. All of the important parameters and quantities
needed for these equations can be seen in Figures 2 and 3. We appeal to some well known
geometric formulas to derive the equations for our system. Consider the formula for the
radius of a circle formed by an arc. This equation is R = Ih2 + b2 M ë H2 hL [4]. Where R is the
radius of the circle, h is the height of the arc from the base, and b is the length of the arc
base. The base of the arc in this case corresponds to the diameter of the capillary, 2r. The
height and radius correspond to the values of h and R that can be found in Figure 3. For our
system, to obtain dimensionless equations, our base is scaled by 2r, where r is the dimensional hole radius described before. This scaling results in 1 replacing the value of b, which
gives the dimensionless expression R = Ih2 + 1M ë H2 hL, or equivalently, 2R = Ih + 1h M, which
is assumed to be true for all drops in the system. Applying the relevant quantities for our
7

model to this formula, we have an expression for droplet radii given by

height and radius correspond to the values of h and R that can be found in Figure 3. For our
system, to obtain dimensionless equations, our base is scaled by 2r, where r is the dimensional hole radius described before. This scaling results in 1 replacing the value of b, which
gives the dimensionless expression R = Ih2 + 1M ë H2 hL, or equivalently, 2R = Ih + 1h M, which
is assumed to be true for all drops in the system. Applying the relevant quantities for our
model to this formula, we have an expression for droplet radii given by

2 Ri = Jhi + h1 N

(3.1)

i

where hi represents the height of droplet i and Ri is the radius of droplet i. Next we want to
look at how to express volume for our model. We can use an expression for the volume of a
spherical cap. This formula is V =

ph
6

I3 r2 + h2 M where all parameters are the same as before

[7]. When making V dimensionless, the whole expression is normalized by
dimensional hole radius is scaled by r. This normalization gives V =

hIh2 +3M
4

2
3

pr2 . Then, the

. Substituting in

the quantities relevant to our model gives

hi Ihi 2 +3M

Vi =

(3.2)

4

where Vi is the volume of droplet i and hi is as before. Based on this equation, we are able to
solve for height as a function of volume.

1

hi =

1

-2 Vi +

1+4 Vi

2

- -2 Vi +

3
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1 + 4 Vi

2

1
3

(3.3)

1

hi =

1

-2 Vi +

1+4 Vi

2

- -2 Vi +

1 + 4 Vi

2

1
3

(3.3)

3

Most importantly, we get an expression for pressure from the Young-Laplace law. This law
is given in its general form through a partial differential equation modeling the pressure
difference that arises on different ends of a capillary [1]. In the simple case of a spherical
drop, it relates surface tension, s, to pressure, P, in the following form

P=

2s
R

(3.4)

To make pressure dimensionless, it is scaled by s and we use expression (3.1) for R, as it
has already been made into a dimensionless quantity. Making these normalizations and
substitutions, we obtain an expression for the pressure in droplet i

Pi =

4
1

Jhi + h N

=

4h
h2 +1

(3.5)

i

The far right expression formally extends this function to the case h§0. Note that it is possible for this expression to have two solutions for a given pressure. If h0 is such that
PHh0 L = p0 , then PJ h1 N = p0 as well. For solutions of this nature, we will consider the drop
0

with height h > 1 as a large drop and the drop with height h § 1 as a small drop.
Now that we have pressure as a function
of height and height as a function of vol9
ume, we are able to model the volume scavenging behavior described before. For our sys-

Now that we have pressure as a function of height and height as a function of volume, we are able to model the volume scavenging behavior described before. For our system, the only force driving the dynamics is the pressure. So, the change in volume over time
is given by the difference in pressures between neighboring drops in dimensionless variables
[3]. For the simple two drop case seen in Figure 4, this can be modeled as

„
„t

V1 = PHV2 L - PHV1 L

„
„t

V2 = PHV1 L - PHV2 L

(3.6)

Figure 4: This is a diagram of a two drop system describe by equations (3.6) [2]. Quantities
are not listed, but are the same as in Figures 2 and 3.

In general, this can be modeled for configurations containing N drops. Essentially,
this same behavior occurs between any two neighboring drops. An example that illustrates
this generalization well is a linear network. This network can be visualized as drops connected in a line. The first and last drop have only
one immediate neighbor, while all other
10
drops have two immediate neighbors. For the interior drops, the total change in volume will

In general, this can be modeled for configurations containing N drops. Essentially,
this same behavior occurs between any two neighboring drops. An example that illustrates
this generalization well is a linear network. This network can be visualized as drops connected in a line. The first and last drop have only one immediate neighbor, while all other
drops have two immediate neighbors. For the interior drops, the total change in volume will
now consist of two pieces, one for each neighboring drop [3]. The system of equations
governing a linear network appear as
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„
„t

V1 = - PHV1 L + PHV2 L

„
„t

V2 = PHV1 L - 2 PHV2 L + PHV3 L

(3.7)

ª
„
„t

VN-1 = PHVN-2 L - 2 PHVN-1 L + PHVN L

„
„t

VN = PHVN-1 L - PHVN L

The dynamics that ensue from the system evolving in time, with appropriately
chosen initial conditions, can be seen from monitoring the volumes of each drop. The competitive growth behavior leads to volume scavenging, and eventually one large drop and N-1
small drops emerge. As can be seen from the equations, there will be no more volume
exchange if all pressures in the system are the same and the system has assumed a stationary
state. At an equilibrium, all pressures in the system will be equal. But, remember that
h and

1
h

give the same pressure. This shows the possibility for stationary states to contain

different combinations of large and small drops.
In networks such as the linear network, the connections to multiple drops cause a
coupling effect. This effect can either drive the system to a stable solution very fast or
impede the volume exchange between two potentially winning drops. If two large drops are
separated by a series of small drops, it will take longer for the volume scavenging effect to
occur. But, if they are immediate neighbors, the effect will take place over a shorter time
frame. The number of connections between drops plays an important role in this respect, and
will change with different connectivity networks which will be described in more detail later.
We now want to look at what state our system needs to be in at the initialization in
order for non trivial dynamics to ensue. Notice,
if all drops have equal volume at the initial12
ization of the system, there will be no pressure gradient to drive the flow of the system.

occur. But, if they are immediate neighbors, the effect will take place over a shorter time
frame. The number of connections between drops plays an important role in this respect, and
will change with different connectivity networks which will be described in more detail later.
We now want to look at what state our system needs to be in at the initialization in
order for non trivial dynamics to ensue. Notice, if all drops have equal volume at the initialization of the system, there will be no pressure gradient to drive the flow of the system.
When this does not occur, the lack of an imbalance in pressures will not result in the competitive growth type of behavior described earlier. If all drops have equal volume at the initialization time, (3.7) will be zero on the right hand side for every equation. This means the change
of volume with respect to time is zero, meaning each volume is constant in time. Therefore,
no dynamics occur. If at least one drop has a different volume, then one equation in (3.7)
will have a difference in pressures between drops leading to dynamics.
We also need to establish criteria to guarantee the types of possible states for stationary solutions. Notice that if we restrict the average volume to be greater than 1, we cannot
have configurations with only small drops. If we have only small drops, that means each
drop must have a height h§1. But from equation (3.2), we can see that if h§1, then V§1 for
each drop. So, clearly, there will be no way for the average volume to be greater than 1. But,
if the average volume is greater than 1, and we allow for drop configurations containing at
least one large drop, we will have solutions

Theorem 3.1:
If V > 1, then any configuration with at least one large drop can be attained. Each such
configuration arises for a unique droplet height h>1 (in the case of large drops) and
0<

1
h

< 1 (in the case of small drops).

Proof: Suppose the N-droplet configuration consists of n¥1 large drops and N - n small
drops. Then,
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nVl +HN-nL Vs
N

=V >1

(3.8)

nVl +HN-nL Vs
N

where Vl =

h3 +3 h
4

and Vs =

h-3 +3 h-1
.
4

=V >1

(3.8)

To maintain consistency between the volumes, we take

h > 1. Doing this guarantees the expressions for Vl and Vs will always correspond to large
and small drops respectively. Substituting the expressions for Vl and Vs we see that (3.8)
becomes

3

-3

h
nJ h +3
N + HN - nL J h
4

+3 h-1
N
4

=V N

(3.9)

where h > 1 has to hold true. This formula can be expressed as

nh6 + 3 nh4 - 4 N V h3 + 3 HN - nL h2 + HN - nL = 0

(3.10)

Since we can see that the leading coefficient of the polynomial is positive, the limit has h
goes to infinity will be positive. But, if we consider the value of the polynomial at h = 1, we
have the left hand side of (3.10). This expression is always less than 0. Since the limit goes
to infinity and our expression is negative at h = 1, the Intermediate Value Theorem tells us
this expression must have a zero h in (1,¶) as required. We can use Descartes’ Rule of Signs
to determine that this polynomial has two positive real solutions and no negative real solutions. Exactly one of them arises for some h in (1,¶). This tells us that for any choice of
14 solution h>1 for values of V > 1.Ñ
n = 1, ..., N, this polynomial will have a unique

to infinity and our expression is negative at h = 1, the Intermediate Value Theorem tells us
this expression must have a zero h in (1,¶) as required. We can use Descartes’ Rule of Signs
to determine that this polynomial has two positive real solutions and no negative real solutions. Exactly one of them arises for some h in (1,¶). This tells us that for any choice of
n = 1, ..., N, this polynomial will have a unique solution h>1 for values of V > 1.Ñ
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4. Generalization

To generalize this system to more complicated networks, we need to determine how
to model the gradient flow between drops if they are connected in various ways. Just like in
the linear case, we need to relate the change in volume over time to the pressures experienced by each drop. Just as before, the system is determined by volume exchange, or in
other words, the volumetric flow rate between drops. So, we need a way to construct these
equations that is dependent upon the number of neighbors of a given drop. This can be
expressed as follows

„
„t

V j = ⁄Ni=1 qij

(4.1)

where qij is the volumetric flow rate due to connection between drop i and j. The quantity qij
in the summation is given by the expression

qij = cij DPij

(4.2)

DPij = PHVi L - PIV j M

(4.3)

where

and cij is the corresponding entry in the connectivity matrix of the system. This connectivity
16

matrix, similar to an adjacency matrix in graph theory, models connections between the
drops. We define the connectivity matrix in the following way. If drop i is connected to drop

and cij is the corresponding entry in the connectivity matrix of the system. This connectivity
matrix, similar to an adjacency matrix in graph theory, models connections between the
drops. We define the connectivity matrix in the following way. If drop i is connected to drop
j, then element cij in the connectivity matrix C gives the conductance between drop i and j.
Here conductance is meant to correspond to the level of flow between the two drops. The
following restrictions are placed on the matrix C in order to give it some desired properties:

cii = 0

(4.4)

cij = c ji

(4.5)

cij ¥ 0

(4.6)

Condition (4.4) restricts the drops from connecting to themselves, which restricts the types
of networks we want to consider. Condition (4.5) guarantees that flow between two drops is
the same regardless of direction. There is no bias towards a certain direction of flow. This
implies the capillaries have the same length, which in our dimensionless case have been
normalized to 1. Condition (4.6) ensures that all entries in this matrix have the same sign.
There are no sources or sinks of the flow within our system. These restrictions ensure a self
contained model without any bias towards a certain drop. For this construction, we only
consider connectivity matrices with entries of 0 or 1. This implies a uniform connection
between drops connected by a capillary [3].
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Figure 5: These graphs show the different types of connectivity networks between various
configurations of the droplet array. We have linear, ring, star, and complete networks. The
graphs on the left show the actual network, while the matrices on the right correspond to the
connectivity matrix for the associated network.
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Substituting the quantities (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1) results in the general expression of the
system that we were looking for.

„
„t

N
V j = ⁄i=1
cij DPij

(4.7)

This construction allows for different types of connectivity networks between drops.
The main networks of interest for this study are linear, star, ring, and complete networks.
Examples of such networks can be seen in Figure 5. Each of these have easily constructed
connectivity networks and result in different types of behavior as will be seen later.
One further simplification that can be made is to construct this system with respect
to N-1 equations, with the last equation determined by the others. In order to do this, we
want to express volume VN as a function of the other N-1 volumes and total volume of the
system. This expression is

N-1
VN =VT - ⁄i=1
Vi

(4.8)

We then substitute this into the governing equations. This simplification results in the N-1
equations

„
„t

N-1
N-1 `
V j = c` Nj IPIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - PIV j MM + ⁄i=1
cij DPij

(4.9)

Here the first term in the argument for the pressure
function is determined by summing over
19
all other volumes and subtracting that sum from the total volume. By doing this, we do not

Here the first term in the argument for the pressure function is determined by summing over
all other volumes and subtracting that sum from the total volume. By doing this, we do not
prescribe the Nth volume, rather it is determined based on the other N-1 volumes. The new
connectivity matrix is defined by c` ij = cij for i=1, ... , N and j=1, ... , N-1.
With a bit more attention to detail, we can establish all of the equilibrium points for
our system. First, we require that V > 1. We see that for a given equilibrium point, we need
a common pressure between all drops. This will ensure a 0 on the right hand side of all
expressions in the governing equations. As was eluded to earlier, there are two possible
solutions for a given pressure in terms of the droplet height. This means for each drop, we
have 2 possibilities for the height. These two options correspond to large and small as
defined earlier. Total, we have 2N possible droplet configurations for stable solutions with
common pressures. One of these configurations we have counted is the configuration containing all small drops. However, since this can be ruled out if V > 1, we have 2N - 1 equilibrium points for our system [3].
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5. Lyapunov and Chetaev Functions

Generalization of this system leads to the ability to study the stability of equilibrium
points of the system. To begin this investigation into stability, we need to define an some
important functions and quantities for our system. First, the surface area for each drop can be
expressed as

V

Ai = Ÿ0 i PHV L „ V

(5.1)

This is only for a single drop, but if we sum over all of the drops we get

V

i
N
AT = ⁄i=1
Ÿ0 PHV L „ V

(5.2)

Notice that when we think of the function AT as a function of a a vector, V , where
V = HV1 , V2 , ... , VN L, it is continuous and lim»»V »»Ø¶ AT HV L = ¶. Hence, there exists a V0
such that Amin = AT HV0 L § AT HV L for all V in !N .
Definition:
A state V such that AT HV L = Amin is called a minimal state.

V

-Vi

Note that Ÿ0 i PHV L „ V = Ÿ0

PHV L „ V . Using this, one can show that it is sufficient to

consider V e !+ N .
21

A state V such that AT HV L = Amin is called a minimal state.

V

-Vi

Note that Ÿ0 i PHV L „ V = Ÿ0

PHV L „ V . Using this, one can show that it is sufficient to

consider V e !+ N .

Proposition 5.1:
A minimal state is an equilibrium state of the system.
Proof: To prove this statement, we can use Lagrange multipliers with the surface area function and the constraint that the average volume is constant. To do this, we want to consider a
function F, which is the sum of the surface area plus l times the constraint. We formulate
N
our constraint as ⁄i=1
Vi - V N = 0. With this, our function F is expressed as follows.

N
FHV1 , ..., VN , lL = A + lI⁄i=1
Vi - V NM

(5.3)

taking the derivative with respect to an individual volume and setting it equal to zero, we get

„
„Vi

F = 0 Ø PHVi L + l = 0 Ø l = -PHVi L

(5.4)

then,

„
„l

But, if l = -P HVi L, then

„
„V j

N
F = 0 Ø ⁄i=1
Vi - V N = 0

(5.5)

F gives PIV j M - PHVi L = 0 for each j.Ñ

Now consider the function

è
LHV L = AT HV L = AT HV L - Amin

(5.6)

22

This function is a local, strict Lyapunov function for minimal states. Notice, LHV L = 0 at
minimal states, and LHV L > 0 otherwise. It is important to note that A

is a constant in this

Now consider the function

è
LHV L = AT HV L = AT HV L - Amin

(5.6)

This function is a local, strict Lyapunov function for minimal states. Notice, LHV L = 0 at
minimal states, and LHV L > 0 otherwise. It is important to note that Amin is a constant in this
expression. To study the stability of our system, we want to consider the time derivative of
this expression in order to establish a stable equilibrium point [10].
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Theorem 5.2:
Minimal states are stable equilibrium points of the system.
Proof: We can use the time derivative of the Lyapunov function to establish stability. Suppose V HtL is a solution of the system starting in a neighborhood of a minimal state. Then

„
„t

LIV HtLM =

„
„t

è
N
AT IV HtLM = ⁄i=1
PHVi L ÿ

„
„t

Vi

(5.8)

From here, we want to use equations (4.3), (4.5), and (4.7) to obtain a better form of this
expression. Substituting (4.7) gives

„
„t

N
LIV HtLM = ⁄i=1
PHVi L I⁄Nj=1 c ji DP ji M

(5.9)

Now, using equations (4.3) and (4.5) allows us to rewrite this expression as

„
„t

N
LJV HtLN = ⁄i=1
PHVi L I⁄Nj=1 cij IPIV j M - PHVi LMM

(5.10)

A final rearrangement yields

„
„t

N
LIV HtLM = ⁄i=1
⁄Nj=1 I-cij IPHVi L2 - PHVi L PIV j MMM
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(5.11)

„
„t

N
LIV HtLM = ⁄i=1
⁄Nj=1 I-cij IPHVi L2 - PHVi L PIV j MMM

(5.11)

This expression can be written in a much neater form after counting up each of the terms
obtained in the total expression. As you can see, we will have duplicates of the PHVi L PIV j M
term as i and j vary from 1 to N, including when j=i in the summation. Noting these facts
allows us to rewrite the expression as follows

„
„t

2

N
LIV HtLM = ⁄i=1
⁄Nj=i+1 J-cij JPHVi L2 - 2 PHVi L PIV j M + PIV j M NN (5.12)

So, in the end, expression (5.8) becomes

„
„t

Notice, though, that

„
„t

2
N
LIV HtLM = ⁄Nj=1 ⁄i=
j+1 I-cij DPij M

L § 0 and

„
„t

(5.13)

L = 0 if and only if DPij = 0 for all pairs i and j, corre-

sponding to an equilibrium point. Since the time derivative is negative near a minimal state,
this classifies this state as stable.Ñ
Now that we know the equilibrium points corresponding to minimal state are stable, we need
*

to consider equilibrium points that do not correspond to minimal states. Let V be a state
vector corresponding to an equilibrium point, but not a minimal state. Then denote
*

AT HV L = A* for the corresponding surface area of this state. To look at the stability of this
state, we want to construct a Chetaev function [9]. Consider the function
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CIV HtLM = A* - AT IV HtLM

(5.14)

vector corresponding to an equilibrium point, but not a minimal state. Then denote
*

AT HV L = A* for the corresponding surface area of this state. To look at the stability of this
state, we want to construct a Chetaev function [9]. Consider the function

CIV HtLM = A* - AT IV HtLM

(5.14)

Theorem 5.3:
Equilibrium points that are not minimal states are unstable.
Proof: Let S = 9V AT HV L < A* =. Then, we can pick U open in S such that U contains no
*

equilibrium point different from V . Then CHV L > 0 for all V e U by how we defined the set.
Also, for any solution V HtL originating in U,
„
„t

„
„t

„
CIV HtLM = - „t
AT IV HtLM > 0. Since C(V ) and

CIV HtLM have the same sign in U, this tells us the equilibrium point is unstable. Therefore,

any equilibrium point that is not a minimal state is unstable.Ñ
So, we now know that the only stable solutions to our system are the equilibrium solutions
which correspond to minimal states. To determine what these states are, we will look into
the linear stability of the system.
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6. Linear Stability

To get a better understanding of the linear stability of particular equilibrium solutions of the system, a closer inspection of the linearized system is needed. In order to simplify the calculations needed for finding the eigenvalues, we want to consider the reduced
system defined by (4.9) with a star network [3]. For this, the formula for pressure needs to
be linearized around an equilibrium point. Let V1 , V2 , ... , VN be the final configuration
è
corresponding to an equilibrium point. Also, let Vi = Vi + vi where vi is a small perturbation
from the equilibrium point. For this system, linearizing the pressure terms
è
è
N-1
PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - PHV j L will result in

N-1
N-1
N-1
PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - PIV j M - P' IV j M v j

(6.1)

Now, this linearization needs to be carried through the system of equations to give the new
linearized system of equations for the stability check. This looks as follows
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„
v
„t 1

N-1
N-1
N-1
= PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - PHV1 L - P ' HV1 L v1

„
v
„t 2

N-1
N-1
N-1
= PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - PHV2 L - P ' HV2 L v2

(6.2)

ª
„
„t

N-1
N-1
N-1
vN-1 = PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - PHVN-1 L - P ' HVN-1 L vN-1

The final volume change in the reduced system is determined from the change in the other
volumes,

„
„t

„ N-1
VN = - „t
⁄i=1 Vi . Since we are linearizing around an equilibrium point, corre-

N-1
sponding to a common pressure, PIVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M = PIV j M for all j. This means the lin-

earized system then becomes

„
v
„t 1

N-1
N-1
= - P' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - P' HV1 L v1

„
v
„t 2

N-1
N-1
= - P' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - P' HV2 L v2

(6.3)

ª
„
v
„t N-1

N-1
N-1
= - P' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M ⁄i=1
vi - P' HVN-1 L vN-1

This system can be decomposed into matrix form as follows

„ ”
v
„t

è
= P v”

(6.4)

è
è
where v” = Hv1 , ..., vN-1 LT and P is the HN - 1L28xHN - 1L matrix of coefficients. This matrix P
is expressed as follows

è
è
where v” = Hv1 , ..., vN-1 LT and P is the HN - 1L xHN - 1L matrix of coefficients. This matrix P
is expressed as follows

è
P=

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' HV1 L

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M

…

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' HV2 L

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M

!

ª

ª

!

!

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M

N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M

…

(6.5)

N-1
N-1
-P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M -P ' IVT - ⁄i=1
Vi M - P ' HVN-1 L

Since equilibrium points consist of either small or large drops, we only have droplet heights
of hL > 1 and

1
hL

= hS < 1. This means we will have corresponding pressure terms, namely

PL ' and PS '. If we consider the case for the star network where the center drop is large and
the rest are small, the matrix (6.5) will become

- PL ' - PS '
- PL '
…
- PL '
è
- PL '
- PL ' - PS ' !
ª
P=
ª
!
!
- PL '
- PL '
…
- PL ' - PL ' - PS '

(6.6)

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this matrix can then be found by inspection.
There are N-2 eigenvectors of the form H1, 0, ..., 0, -1, 0, ..., 0LT , corresponding to an
eigenvalue of l = - Ps ', and 1 eigenvector of the form H1, ..., 1LT , corresponding to an
eigenvalue of l = - Ps ' - HN - 1L PL '. For this configuration to be stable, all of the eigenvalues need to be negative. In order to determine this, we need to find an expression for P'. To
obtain this, we can use equations (3.2) and (3.5). Differentiating these two expressions with
respect to h yields

1

„P
„h

=

-4 J1- 2 N
h
1 2
Jh+ h N
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=

4 Ih2 -1M
2

Ih2 +1M

(6.7)

ues need to be negative. In order to determine this, we need to find an expression for P'. To
obtain this, we can use equations (3.2) and (3.5). Differentiating these two expressions with
respect to h yields

1

„P
„h

„V
„h

Rearranging these to find

„P
,
„V

=

=

-4 J1- 2 N
h
1 2
Jh+ h N

3 h2 +3
4

=

=

4 Ih2 -1M
2

Ih2 +1M

3 Ih2 +1M
4

(6.7)

(6.8)

we see that

„P
„V

=

16 Ih2 -1M

(6.9)

3

3 Ih2 +1M

Remember we restricted the value of hL > 1 for large drops. Taking note of this, we see that
PL ' < 0. Also, notice that PL ' = -hL 4 PS ', hence PS ' > 0. Keeping these observations in
mind while looking at the eigenvalues, we see that all eigenvalues l = - PS ' will be negative. The remaining eigenvalue is

l = - Ps ' - HN - 1L PL ' = PL IhL 4 - HN - 1LM

(6.10)

We will show that this eigenvalue is also negative. To see this, we want to establish that
hL 4 - HN - 1L > 0. For this, we will use the polynomial constructed in Theorem 3.1 with
n = 1:

pHhL = h6 + 3 h4 - 4 V Nh3 + 3 HN - 1L h2 + HN - 1L

(6.11)

Proposition 6.1:
If h > 1 and h4 § N - 1 then pHhL < 0. Hence, hL 4 > N - 1.
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Proof: We have shown that pHhL L = 0 and want to see if this can be true if we take

pHhL = h6 + 3 h4 - 4 V Nh3 + 3 HN - 1L h2 + HN - 1L

(6.11)

Proposition 6.1:
If h > 1 and h4 § N - 1 then pHhL < 0. Hence, hL 4 > N - 1.
Proof: We have shown that pHhL L = 0 and want to see if this can be true if we take
hL 4 § N - 1. So, let h0 =

4

N - 1 . Notice that if pHh0 L < 0 then it will be negative for all

1 § h4 § N - 1. We know this because pHhL has exactly 1 zero greater than 1,
pH1L < 0, and pHhL Ø ¶ as h Ø ¶ as seen in Theorem 3.1. Now consider

3

3

pHh0 L = 4 HN - 1L 2 + 4 HN - 1L - 4 V NHN - 1L 4

(6.12)

We can make the substitution a = N - 1 to obtain the expression

3

3

1

f HaL = 4 a 4 Ja 4 + a 4 - V Ha + 1LN

(6.13)

3

1

The important quantity in this expression is a 4 + a 4 - V Ha + 1L. Let
3
1
è
f HaL = a 4 + a 4 - V Ha + 1L. We need to determine whether this quantity is positive or nega-

tive. We are considering the case where N ¥ 2, which means a ¥ 1. First, we note that for
the case a = 1 we have

è
f H1L = 2 I1 - V M < 0

(6.14)

è
since V > 1. Now we want to consider the derivative of f HaL.

è
f ' HaL =

3
4

-1

a4 +

1
4

-3

a 4 -V § 1-V < 0

(6.15)
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4

since a ¥ 1. This implies pHhL < 0 if h § N - 1, which cannot be the case. Therefore we
4

since V > 1. Now we want to consider the derivative of f HaL.

è
f ' HaL =

3
4

-1

a4 +

1
4

-3

a 4 -V § 1-V < 0

(6.15)

since a ¥ 1. This implies pHhL < 0 if h4 § N - 1, which cannot be the case. Therefore we
must have hL 4 > N - 1.Ñ
These observations together with (6.10) establish the linear stability of a final solution with
one large drop and N - 1 small drops, which we have shown to occur at solution with minimal surface area Amin . In conclusion, every configuration with one large and N - 1 small
drops in any network configuration considered here has to be a minimal state. In particular,
if a large drop occurs in a position different from the center in the star network with all other
drops being small, we still have a minimal state.
So, the question now is whether these are the only stable equilibrium states. We need to
determine whether or not a state with more than one large drop is stable. To this end, we
may assume again that the center drop is large and defined by the original system by the Nth
equation. Then assuming we label connections between large drops first, our matrix (6.6)
becomes

-2 PL '

-PL '

!
-2 PL '

è
P=

-PL '

(6.16)

- PL ' - PS '
!
- PL ' - PS '

where the diagonal entries are either -2 PL ', representing a connection of a large drop with
the center drop, or - PL ' - PS ', representing a connection of a small drop with the center
drop. To consider all other cases, we want to consider 1 < n § N where n is the number of
large drops. If 1 < n § N, an eigenvector of the form (0,..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0 , -1, 0, ..., 0LT will
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correspond to an eigenvalue of - PL ' > 0, which implies this solution is linearly unstable. So,
this tells us that our only stable equilibrium points are when we have one large drop and

where the diagonal entries are either -2 PL ', representing a connection of a large drop with
the center drop, or - PL ' - PS ', representing a connection of a small drop with the center
drop. To consider all other cases, we want to consider 1 < n § N where n is the number of
large drops. If 1 < n § N, an eigenvector of the form (0,..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0 , -1, 0, ..., 0LT will
correspond to an eigenvalue of - PL ' > 0, which implies this solution is linearly unstable. So,
this tells us that our only stable equilibrium points are when we have one large drop and
N - 1 small drops. This means these are the minimal states of the system.
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7. Simulation

A model of this system has been constructed using Mathematica in order to see how
the system changes based on different configurations. This model is constructed in such a
way that it can be scaled according to the number of drops, average volume, and connectivity network. The system is built exactly as described above, except the initial conditions are
determined by a random number generator restricted to a small interval of a length which
can be controlled. The final initial volume is then calculated based on the previous N-1
volumes and the fixed average volume. Once these initial conditions are determined, the
system of differential equations is constructed based on the type of network prescribed.
After the equations are set in place, Mathematica’s built in numerical solver is used
in order to compute the volumes of each drop as the system evolves. The solver computes
the solution between the initial time and a final time, which is free to be changed at the
beginning of the code. In most simulations, the system was computed from t=0 to t=1000 in
order to ensure the system remained stable after it reached an equilibrium state. Mathematica’s numerical solver has a number of different numerical solving techniques to compute the
solution for this system. It was determined that the best and most stable method was the
implicit Runge-Kutta method. Despite this being more computationally intensive, it gave
much better results than any of the other explicit methods and saw no problems dealing with
the small final volumes and large final pressures.
This is an iterative method used to provide accurate approximations to ordinary
differential equations [5]. The general form of the method approximates values of the solution, given by yn in the following way

yn+1 = yn +
tn+1 = tn + h

1
6

Hk341 + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4 L

(7.1)

1
6

yn+1 = yn +

Hk1 + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4 L

(7.1)

tn+1 = tn + h

where h is the step size, and tn is a time step. The ki terms in the first expression are calculated by

k1 = f Htn , yn L

(7.2)

k2 = f Itn +

1
2

h, yn +

h
2

k1 M

k3 = f Itn +

1
2

h, yn +

h
2

k2 M

k4 = f Htn + h, yn + hk3 L

Once the volumes for the system are computed, they are then plotted as rectangles
for a single time step. They form a larger rectangle, representing the total system volume,
which remains constant throughout all time steps. Mathematica’s numerical solver allows
for evaluation at every 0.1 increment of time. The total time length can be specified by
assigning the total number of iterations the program should run through. This 0.1 increment
scale is sufficient to provide smooth looking results, which allow for accurate visual interpretation of the system dynamics. In order to achieve this visual interpretation, the images are
set to continuously run as a video. This video allows the viewer to watch the system develop
over time. The volume scavenging effects become very apparent when viewed this way. For
various systems, you can see them settle to a stable solution very fast, while others take
some time to reach equilibrium. These videos help develop a better intuition into how this
system behaves for different configurations and gives a bit of insight into which parameters
35

have a greater influence on the overall behavior of the system.

set to continuously run as a video. This video allows the viewer to watch the system develop
over time. The volume scavenging effects become very apparent when viewed this way. For
various systems, you can see them settle to a stable solution very fast, while others take
some time to reach equilibrium. These videos help develop a better intuition into how this
system behaves for different configurations and gives a bit of insight into which parameters
have a greater influence on the overall behavior of the system.
A second part of the code allowed me to run the system for different average volumes and number of drops while prescribing a specific set of initial conditions. This allowed
me to look into how the system changes based on these two particular parameters. I checked
which drop won when the number of drops varied between 3 and 25 for fixed average volumes ranging from 1.01 to 2.5. The resulting plot can be seen in Figure 7. This plot shows
quite a few situations where there is a change in the winning drop based on a change in the
fixed average volume of the system. These changes are not thoroughly understood yet, but
would be a great area of further study. The network that was used for this model was linear,
but this experiment could be repeated for any of the other networks described before.
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8. Computational Results

After creating a coded version of this system with Mathematica, various experiments
were run to confirm previous results, as well as find interesting examples and develop a
better intuition of how this system evolves in time based on the control parameters. A first
numerical result is a look into what solutions give a minimization of surface area. Of these
2N - 1 equilibrium configurations, we want the solution which gives minimal surface area.
Our study of eigenvalues of the system tells us that the only stable states are those with 1
large drop and N - 1 small drops.
As was established, each configuration of the system will settle to a stable solution
of one large drop and N-1 small drops. This result is confirmed in every experiment for a
large range of initial configurations and connectivity networks. Examples of this can be seen
in Figure 6. The initial volumes seen have very small perturbations from the average volume, but as the system is left to run, one drop eventually gets larger and larger. Similar
behavior was seen between the same networks with different initial conditions. In general,
the star network moved to a stable solution the fastest and in almost all cases, the winning
drop was the center drop. Intuitively, this makes sense because it is the only drop with
multiple neighbors in this network configuration. But, there were examples where one of the
exterior drops became the large drop in the final solution. In the complete and ring network,
all of the drops have the same number of neighbors and the results were more varied. Similar
results were seen with the linear network, although for this network the end drops have one
less neighbor than drops in the interior of the chain.
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Eigenvalues =

Eigenvalues =
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Figure 6: This figure shows the initial (left) configuration of four different 6 drop systems.
From top to bottom, the connectivity networks of the systems are linear, ring, star, and
complete. The size of each rectangle corresponds to the volume of each drop. The final
(right) configuration shows all small drops except for the 1 large “winning” drop. This is the
final stable solution of the system. A plot of the evolution of the surface area can be seen
below each drop as well as a list of the eigenvalues of the system linearized around the final
solution.

A diagram has been constructed as well, which shows the change of winner as
average volume and the number of drops change while the initial conditions are held constant. It can be seen how the system switches at certain average volumes for a given number
of drops. This plot is not in exact agreement with previous results [3], but has many similarities for certain configurations. One could aim to understand these solutions through a thorough study of the Lyapunov function provided earlier. Being able to know which final
solution the system will be steered towards through the dynamics would be of great use in
real world applications. One might be able to construct a control mechanism to push the
system towards particular solutions. Or, construct the system in such a way as to take advantage of the known stability of a particular droplet network and set of initial conditions.
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Number of Drops

Average Volume

Figure 7: This figure shows a plot for a linear network comparing number of drops and
average volume of the system. Different colors indicate different winning drops.
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9. Conclusions

Through thorough examination of this system of differential equations, it has been
established that this system will be driven towards a solution with one large drop and N-1
small drops via volume scavenging effects. The stability of this solution has been checked
analytically and numerically for a large number of configurations. In order to see this type of
volume scavenging behavior, this system must have an average volume greater than one and
the drops must not all have equal volumes at the initialization time. This system strives to
minimize the total surface area of all drops and this property can be used to construct Lyapunov and Chetaev functions to establish stability and instability of equilibrium points of
this system. A study of the various equilibrium points demonstrates that the equilibrium
point leading to the least surface area is a solution with one large drop and N-1 small drops.
The eigenvalues of this equilibrium point are then numerically checked to determine stability of the solution.
Numerical simulations of this system have been run for a various configurations of
this system. Different number of drops, different configurations, and different average
volumes have all been simulated using the code in the appendix. Videos can be seen demonstrating the volumes of each drop and the volume scavenging between them. All configurations settle to the one large drop and N-1 small drops configuration predicted in the development of this model. Eigenvalues are checked to ensure stability of these solutions and show
complete stability for all final configurations. A plot detailing the winning drop for a fixed
set of initial conditions with variable average volume and number of drops is given.
The conclusions reached in this paper aid in a better understanding of the adhesion
mechanism of the Palm Beetle. While the adhesion mechanism considers cases where a
liquid bridge is formed between the beetle and a surface, the underlying control mechanisms
could be described in a similar way to the model
constructed in this paper. Creating a physi42
cal version of this system with a built in control mechanism has been done and demonstrates

set of initial conditions with variable average volume and number of drops is given.
The conclusions reached in this paper aid in a better understanding of the adhesion
mechanism of the Palm Beetle. While the adhesion mechanism considers cases where a
liquid bridge is formed between the beetle and a surface, the underlying control mechanisms
could be described in a similar way to the model constructed in this paper. Creating a physical version of this system with a built in control mechanism has been done and demonstrates
behavior predicted in the introduction of this paper [8].
Investigations into this problem have proven to give a number of interesting results
for a system that has rather complex behavior. The tools to study this problem come from
various fields of mathematics including differential equations, fluid mechanics, dynamical
systems, graph theory, and numerical analysis. The pieces taken from each field provide
important results in understanding this phenomenon and helped in developing a working,
understandable model that is able to give reproducible results. It has also opened the door for
new questions, allowing for further investigation in the future.
I would like to formally acknowledge Dr. Thomas Hagen supporting my studies for
this thesis through his Faculty Research Grant.
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Appendix: Code

H* Must execute this whole list of code
Hincluding hidden portionL for simulation to work*L
Clear@Num, iterations, accuracy, VolAvg, GraphTypeD
Num = 10;
iterations = 1000.;
accuracy = 0.1;
VolAvg = 1.1;
GraphType = LinearNetwork; H*Options are: CompleteNetwork,
LinearNetwork, StarNetwork, and RingNetwork*L

Clear@ConnectMat, Margin, ICStart, IC, Colors, Vol, InitialVol,
PDiff, Q, System, Derivatives, Equations, BoundaryConditions,
Solns, Solutions, DynamicalSystem, h, P, DropSystem, ImagePlotD;

InitialConditions@Margin_D := ModuleB8Marg = Margin<,

ICStart = RandomRealB:

1
Num

- Marg,

1
Num

+ Marg>, NumF;

IC = 8<;
For@i = 1, i < Num, i ++,
TempIC = Num * VolAvg * ICStart@@iDD;
AppendTo@IC, TempICD;D;
ICLast = Num * VolAvg - Sum@IC@@iDD, 8i, Num - 1<D;
AppendTo@IC, ICLastD;
Return@ICD;F

ConnectivityMatrix@GraphType_D := Module@8Graph = GraphType<,
If@GraphType ã CompleteNetwork,
ConnectMat = SparseArray@8i_, i_< Ø - HNum - 1.L, Num, 1.DD;
If@GraphType == LinearNetwork, ConnectMat = SparseArray@881, 1< Ø - 1.,
8Num, Num< Ø - 1., 8i_, i_< Ø - 2., 8i_, j_< ê; Abs@i - jD ã 1 Ø 1.<, NumDD;
If@GraphType == StarNetwork, ConnectMat = SparseArray@
88Num, Num< Ø - HNum - 1.L, 8i_, i_< Ø - 1, 8i_, Num< Ø 1, 8Num, i_< Ø 1<, NumDD;
If@GraphType == RingNetwork, ConnectMat = SparseArray@88Num, 1< Ø 1.,
81, Num< Ø 1., 8i_, i_< Ø - 2., 8i_, j_< ê; Abs@i - jD ã 1 Ø 1.<, NumDD;
Return@ConnectMatD;D;

Colors = TableBRGBColorB

Mod@i, 3D
2

,

Mod@i + 1, 3D
2
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,

Mod@i + 2, 3D
2

F, 8i, 1, Num<F;

DynSys := Module@8<,
Vol = Table@Vi @tD, 8i, Num<D;
InitialVol = Table@Vi @0D, 8i, Num<D;
InitialDeriv = Table@Vi '@0D, 8i, Num<D;
PDiff = Table@P@Vol@@mDDD, 8m, 1, Num<D;
System = ConnectMat.PDiff;
Derivatives = Table@Vi '@tD, 8i, Num<D;
Equations = Table@Derivatives@@iDD ã System@@iDD, 8i, Num<D;
BoundaryConditions = Table@InitialVol@@iDD == IC@@iDD, 8i, Num<D;
Solns = Table@Vi , 8i, 1, Num<D;
Solutions = 8<;
For@i = 1, i < Num + 1, i ++,
Soln = Solns@@iDD;
AppendTo@Solutions, SolnD;D;
DynamicalSystem = 8<;
For@i = 1, i < Num + 1, i ++,
TempEq = Equations@@iDD;
TempIC = BoundaryConditions@@iDD;
AppendTo@DynamicalSystem, TempEqD;
AppendTo@DynamicalSystem, TempICD;D;
Return@DynamicalSystemD;D;
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-2 V +
P@V_D :=

1ê3

1

h@V_D :=

- -2 V +

1 + 4 V2

;

1 + 4 V2

4 h@VD
Ih@VD2 + 1M

;

Eval := ModuleA8<,
For@i = 1, i < Num + 1, i ++,
VListi = 8<;
For@j = 1, j < iterations + 1, j ++,
VTemp = Evaluate@Vi @j * accuracyDD ê. DropSystem;
AppendTo@VListi , VTempD;D;D;
ForAj = 1, j < Num + 1, j ++,
ReturnAVListj E;E;E;

Images := ModuleB8<,
ImagePlot = 8<;
ForBi = 1, i < iterations + 1, i ++,
RectPts = 8<;
AppendTo@RectPts, 0D;
For@j = 1, j < Num + 1, j ++,
Pts = Sum@VListm @@iDD@@1DD, 8m, 1, j<D;
AppendTo@RectPts, PtsD;D;
PlotCommandStep = 8<;
StartingRectangle =
RectangleB8- 0.1, - 0.1<, :Sum@IC@@kDD, 8k, 1, Num<D + 0.1,

Num
2

+ 0.1>F;

AppendTo@PlotCommandStep, StartingRectangleD;
ForBj = 1, j < Num + 1, j ++,
TempColor = Colors@@jDD;
;
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TempColor = Colors@@jDD;
TempRectangle = RectangleB8RectPts@@jDD, 0<, :RectPts@@j + 1DD,

Num
2

>F;

AppendTo@PlotCommandStep, TempColorD;
AppendTo@PlotCommandStep, TempRectangleD;F;
plot = Graphics@PlotCommandStepD;
AppendTo@ImagePlot, plotD;F;
Return@ImagePlotDF;
EigenValues := ModuleB8<,
Size = Length@VList1 D;
FinalVolList = 8<;
For@i = 1, i < Num + 1, i ++,
TempEntry = VListi @@SizeDD;
AppendTo@FinalVolList, TempEntryD;D;
LargeDrop = Position@FinalVolList, Max@FinalVolListDD@@1DD@@1DD;
VS = Min@FinalVolListD;
VL = Max@FinalVolListD;
Clear@DPD;
16 I1 - h@VD2 M
DP@V_D :=
3 Ih@VD2 + 1M

3

;

DPList = Table@DP@FinalVolList@@i, 1DDD, 8i, 1, Num<D;
DPListMat = DiagonalMatrix@DPListD;
EigenCheckMatTemp = ConnectMat.DPListMat;
EigenCheckMatTempHold = EigenCheckMatTemp;
EigenCheckMatTemp = Delete@EigenCheckMatTemp, LargeDropD;
ReducedEigenMatrix = Delete@Transpose@EigenCheckMatTempD, LargeDropD;
ReducedEigenMatrix = Transpose@ReducedEigenMatrixD;
TempVector = UnitVector@Num, LargeDropD;
TempReducedVector = EigenCheckMatTemp.TempVector;
ReducedDropMatrix = SparseArray@8i_, i_< Ø 0, 8Num - 1, Num - 1<, 0D;
For@k = 1, k < Num, k ++,
If@TempReducedVector@@kDD ! 0., For@j = 1, j < Num, j ++,
ReducedDropMatrix@@k, jDD = - DP@VLDD, ReducedDropMatrix@@k, 1DD = 0.D;D;
Sum2Mat = ReducedEigenMatrix + ReducedDropMatrix;
EigenValListReduced = Eigenvalues@Sum2MatD;
Return@EigenValListReducedDF;
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